WHO ARE WE?

Independence Science is an assistive technology company specializing in tools that help students with print disabilities to gain equal access and perform independently in STEM fields without sighted assistance.

We open doors of opportunity in science laboratories and other STEM fields. We look forward to helping you empower future scientists. We know blind scientists can be successful when provided the right tools.

Contact Independence Science to strengthen teacher confidence, promote science access, and meet ADA compliance for blind or low-vision students throughout the school year.
Consultation Services

Our services include:

- Onsite accessibility reviews
- Curriculum accessibility design and reviews
- Guest lectures
- Meetings with students, their guardians, and their teachers
- Custom software development for specific software solutions to make equipment more accessible.

Independent Science specializes in chemistry, physics, biology, and Earth sciences.

For information call 866-862-9665 (Ext. 5) or Emailaneybert@independencescience.com

SCI-VOICE TALKING LABQUEST 2

Our premier product is the multi-purpose Sci-Voice Talking LabQuest 2. This recorder and data logger will help any blind or low vision person

New Features:

- High contrast mode for low vision
- Graph sonification
- 75+ sensors in various scientific fields
- Go Direct Bluetooth compatibility
- Connects to embosser for tactile analysis
- Four function calculator with enhanced speech access
- Additional languages such as Spanish, French, and Portuguese (added fee)
- Easily select which sensors to hear from when using multiple sensors
- Shortcuts for easy battery and time readouts

Also showcasing the previous features such as the accessible periodic table, notes and lab instruction page, and more

CUSTOMER TESTIMONIALS

“The talking Lab Quest is truly a revolutionary device and will make the lives of thousands of blind students and professionals a lot easier. Woof woof from guide dog Mississippi.” - Jeff

“This LabQuest has made Science fun accessible. I can now partake fully in Scientific experiments and be just as capable as any sighted scientist” - Rowan